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Abstract: Polarimetry in the far ultraviolet (FUV) is a powerful tool in many applications
such as UV/EUV ellipsometry, characterization and control of the beam polarization status
in large scale facilities and solar physics. FUV polarizers are among the most difficult
components to manufacture, mainly due to the lack of dichroic and transparent materials
in this spectral range. Although many different solutions for their fabrication have been
investigated in the last decades, surprisingly, the use of Wire Grid Polarizers (WGPs)
is still poorly investigated in this spectral region. In this work, two different concepts of
WGPs have been designed and optimized for the FUV range: one is based on absorptive
nano-wires on top of an highly reflective substrate, and the second one is based on highly
reflective nano-wires on top of an absorptive substrate. Different wires’ shapes have been
considered and relative structures optimized at a target wavelength of 121.6 nm. Two very
promising solutions have been selected, which exhibit a polarization degree over 99.9% and
a TE-reflectance over 0.2. Their sensitivity to the wires’ dimension parameters have been
investigated to assess their feasibility.

Index Terms: TE-reflectance, wire grid polarizers, far ultraviolet, optimization, polarization.

1. Introduction
Polarimetry in the far-ultraviolet (FUV) and extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) wavelength range is a tech-
nique that has recently grown in importance in many fields of modern science, including FUV/EUV
ellipsometry [1], characterization and control of the beam polarization in synchrotrons [2]–[4]
and free-electron laser sources [2], [5]–[8], and solar physics [9], [10]. A very interesting ap-
plication in which the FUV polarimetry finds large employment is the measurement of solar
magnetic field vector in the solar corona made via the Hanle effect [11] by using observation
from space. The bright lines in which the Hanle effect is particularly evident are the HI Ly-α at
121.6 nm, the HI Ly-β at 102.5 nm, the HI Ly-γ at 97.2 nm and the OVI doublet at 103.2 nm and
103.8 nm [12]. Considering these target lines, many examples of space missions with FUV po-
larimeters and spectro-polarimeters have been proposed, such as CLASP 1 [13], [14], SolmeX [15]
and COMPASS [16]. Nevertheless, the realization of such kind of instruments is still challenging,
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basically due to the technical difficulties encountered in the development of the main optical
components.

Optical polarizers are among the most critical components in FUV polarimetric instrumentation
mainly due to the small number of low-absorbent materials available in this spectral range. MgF2 is
perhaps the most used and studied material for its fair transparency at λ > 115 nm (i.e., the MgF2

cutting-edge). Below this limit, LiF is the only other material with low absorption for λ > 102.5 nm,
but its hygroscopicity highly degrades the transmittance just after a moderate humidity expo-
sure [17]. Thus, in principle, among the lines previously listed only the HI Ly-α can be manipulated
with a polarizer working in transmission. For example, the birefringence of the MgF2 bulk crystal
makes the realization of transmissive polarizing beam-splitter feasible, like the Rochon or Wollaston
prisms. In particular, MgF2 Wollaston prisms were proposed for astronomical polarimetry in the
FUV [18] even if the relatively small deviation angles achievable (� 20◦) require the adoption of an
instrumental geometry characterized by large optical paths and, consequently, small throughput.
Wire-grid polarizers (WGPs), which consist of periodic arrays of nano-metallic wires placed on a
transmissive substrate, are an effective alternative to polarizing prisms. The anisotropic behavior
given by the nano-metallic wires performs a high absorption of the radiation along a precise
direction without affecting the transmittance of the orthogonal one. Although the WGPs are largely
employed in the near ultraviolet (λ > 193 nm), visible and infrared [19], the extension to the FUV
range, and in particular to the HI Ly-α line, is currently a challenge of the nanotechnology [20].

As an alternative, polarizers based on optical coatings can be used when polarization is required
at one specific wavelength, although they are usually characterized by a low transmittance. For
instance, a fair transmissive linear polarizer tuned around 121.6 nm was obtained by realizing a
stack of 3-4 bilayers of Al/MgF2 [21]. Moreover, by exploiting the high reflectance of aluminum in this
spectral range, a polarizing beam-splitter able to simultaneously select one polarization component
by reflection and the perpendicular component by transmission has been fabricated [22]. The
idea of adopting polarizing films working in reflection may give additional benefits. Firstly, at
wavelengths longer than the MgF2 cutting-edge the Al-protected mirrors show a reflectance up
to 90% [23], which offers a good basis for the development of high efficiency polarizers [21],
[24]–[26]. Moreover, materials having good reflection properties also below the MgF2 cutting-
edge are available, enabling the possibility of developing polarizers for wavelengths shorter than
115 nm [27], [28].

Polarizing mirrors, which can reflect the desired polarization component with high efficiency,
need to work with large incidence angles, sometimes greater than 70◦ [21], entailing instruments
having polarization analyzer with grazing geometries and small throughput. In most cases, the
configuration is based on the combination of various reflectance components. For example, the
adoption of polarization-sensitive studies such as spin-polarized photoelectron spectroscopy and
spectroscopic ellipsometry in synchrotron facilities has driven the research of new technological
solutions [29], [30]. An example of a configuration based on a gold triple-reflection was reported
in [31], which can achieve a polarization between 90% and 96% at the energy range from 2 eV to
40 eV. In addition, a triple- reflected gold polarizer for testing VUV ELIps capabilities in the VUV
spectral region from 30 eV to 45 eV has been developed [32]. Nevertheless, compact reflective
polarizers which can achieve extremely high polarization in the spectral energy below 10 eV are
still difficult to realize.

A different approach, which is still uninvestigated so far in the FUV range, consists of using
reflective-WGPs [33]. By placing either reflective nano-wires on an absorptive substrate or ab-
sorptive nano-wires on a reflective substrate it is possible to achieve the anisotropic behavior
in which a polarization component is efficiently reflected/absorbed whereas the orthogonal one
is efficiently absorbed/reflected. Furthermore, since this method is not strictly connected to the
interference process used in the thin polarizing films, the reflective-WGPs can act as a polarizer at
different wavelengths. Such solution can provide very flexible and compact polarizers, which can
be optimized for different incidence angles and that can work on a wide spectral range.

In this paper, the theoretical design of reflective-WGPs has been investigated considering as
target wavelength the HI Ly-α line at 121.6 nm. Different materials and shapes for the nano-wires
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Fig. 1. The two concept of reflective-WGP investigated: (a) model based on absorptive nano-wires,
(b) model based on reflective nano-wires.

Fig. 2. The reflectance at λ = 121.6 nm of a MgF2 layer on a Al substrate (black solid curve) and of
a SiO2 layer on a Si substrate (red solid curve). All the simulation has been performed considering a
working angle of 45◦ and the optical constants available in the references reported in Table 1.

have been explored in order to identify the most promising structures. Optimization of the structures
have been carried out and most promising solutions selected and discussed in view of their
fabrication.

2. Design and Modelling
Two different reflective-WGP concepts for the realization of a polarizer optimized at λ =
121.6 nm have been studied (Fig. 1). As shown, the electric field of the impinging beam is split
into two components, the transverse electric (TE), which is oriented along the wires, and the
transverse magnetic (TM), which is perpendicular to the wires. The first reflective-WGP concept
is based on a high-reflective mirror optimized for a target wavelength (i.e., λ = 121.6 nm) on top of
which absorptive nano-wires are exploited for removing the TM-component. The high reflectance is
achieved by using an optically-thick Al layer (i.e., about 150 nm) over-coated by an optimized MgF2

layer for preventing oxidation [23]. The optimization of the MgF2 thickness was carried out using
IMD software for an incidence angle of 45◦, which is a typical incidence angle useful for folding
mirrors in optical systems. The results are reported in Fig. 2, where the reflectance at the working
angle has been plotted versus the MgF2 thickness (solid black curve). A thickness of 65 nm has
been chosen because it produces a constructive interference and at the same time, ensures a
good level of protection.

The nano-wires placed on top of the reflective bi-layers structure need to be fabricated using
a material with low reflection and relative high absorption around the target wavelength. Such
conditions suggests a family of materials whose refractive index has a real part n between 1
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TABLE 1

Optical Constants At λ =121.6 nm of the Materials Considered in This Work

Fig. 3. The 2-D boundary model used in the structures simulation. (a) The ports used in the model
for imposing the boundary conditions required in the electric field computation. (b) The wires’ shapes
investigated in this work.

and 2 and a imaginary part k between 0.5 and 1. Metals show a quite good reflectance in the
FUV since they usually have a real part n close to zero and the imaginary part k greater than
1. On the other hand, fluorides are characterized by a high transparency due to the low value of
the imaginary part of refractive index. Oxides, instead, are the materials which better meet the
requirements for refractive index; among these, TiO2 and SiO2 have been selected as nano-wires’
material candidates. The optical constants of the materials considered in this work are reported in
Table 1 with the related references.

The second concept is based on high reflective nano-wires placed on a non-reflective substrate
(Fig. 1(b)), which acts the polarization selection by efficiently reflecting only the TE-component of
the impinging electric field. In this case, efficient reflective nano-wires can be obtained starting from
the same Al/MgF2 mirror, which is etched in order to obtain the wires grating structure. Simulations
used Si wafer as substrate which, however, typically shows a marked reflectance at λ =121.6 nm
(i.e., >50%). In order to further reduce this value, a SiO2 anti-reflection layer is added between the
substrate and the reflective nano-wires. In Fig. 2, the solid red line is the reflectance at λ =121.6 nm
of a SiO2 layer deposited on a Si wafer as function of layer thickness, the working angle considered
is still 45◦. The thickness of 8 nm was selected because it allows to reduce the reflectance at a
value � 3%.

The simulations of these structures at λ = 121.6 nm have been carried out in Wave Optics
Module of COMSOL Multiphysics software by using the 2D boundary mode analysis. The solutions
are based on finite element method (FEM) and the electric field is computed in all materials by
solving via the following equation

∇ × (μ−1
r ∇ × −→

E ) − k0

(
εr − jσ

ωε0

) −→
E = 0 (1)

where k0 = ω
√

μ0ε0 is the wavenumber, μr and εr are the relative magnetic and dielectric perme-
ttivities of the medium, ε0 is the vacuum electric permettivity and σ is the media conductivity. The
2D structure simulated is depicted in Fig. 3(a). The impinging beam excites the structure from
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TABLE 2

Sweeping Ranges Used for the Optimization of the WGP Structures

TABLE 3

Optimized Parameters

the upper port (i.e., port 1, on-top of the vacuum media) inducing a back-reflected wave that is
evaluated by the port itself. The bottom port (i.e., port 2) acts as output port, implementing the
bulk boundary condition for the substrate material. To reproduce the periodicity condition in the
horizontal dimension, Floquet ports are used for the boundary conditions of the left and right sides.
In our specific case the incident beam is linearly polarized and impinges on the structure at the
nominal angle of 45◦.

In the case of structures based on highly absorbing wires, three different shapes for such nano-
wires were considered (see Fig. 3(b)): the square, the isosceles triangle and a cosine. All these
shapes can be easily described by using only three parameters: the pitch, w, the wires’ width,
w1 and the wires’ height, h. On the other hand, for the structure based on high-reflective nono-
wires, only the square shape was investigated; in this case, the wires are unequivocally defined
by the parameters w and w1, because the wires’ height is pre-determined by the high reflectance
condition. The performance of all structures were evaluated by considering the value of reflectance
for the TE-component and the polarization degree defined as

P = RTE − RTM

RTE + RTM
(2)

where RTE and RTM are the reflectance for the TE and TM component, respectively. The maxima
of the polarization degree function P for each structure was found by sweeping the parameters w,
w1 and, when necessary, h into the value ranges reported in Table 2. In this way, all local maxima
were considered in the optimization process allowing for each the evaluation of the absolute TE-
reflectance. Only the solutions having a nominal polarization degree P more than 99.5% and a RTE

more than 0.2 were taken into further consideration.

3. Results and Discussion
All the structures obtained from the optimization process are summarized in Table 3. Some of
these show poor performance in terms of RTE or P, making them unacceptable for the purpose of
the present study. For example, the structures with cosine-shaped absorptive wires (i.e., design
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E and F in Table 3) as well as the SiO2 triangle-shaped absorptive wires (i.e., design D) are
not able to achieve the minimum requirements of TE-reflectance, although some of them give a
very high polarization degree. The structure with SiO2 rectangle-shaped absorptive wires (i.e.,
design B) is also discarded: despite this solution achieves the requirements in both the reflectance
and polarization degree, it shows a ratio w1

w
� 0.96 making this structure very challenging for the

available manufacturing technologies.
Designs A, C and G are the most promising structures in term of performance. In particular,

all these structures have good performance in term of polarization factor P, although the designs
based on absorptive nano-wires (i.e., A, and C) give a lower TE-reflectance than those based on
reflective nano-wires (design G). In principle, in the structures based on absorptive nano-wires,
the TE-component is efficiently reflected by the substrate and, with a lesser extent, from the wires
themselves. In contrast, since the TM-component is perpendicular to the absorptive wires, the
radiation propagates through the grid but the high absorption of the nano-wires strongly reduces the
final reflectance. For a fixed material and wire shape, the attenuation of the TM-component (i.e., and
then of the polarization factor P) is highly dependent on the grid pitch and wires’ height. However, as
all the designs presented in this work are characterized by a w/λ ratio between 0.55–1.2, the gaps
between the absorbent nano-wires have a size-scale such as to induce a lossy propagation towards
the reflective substrate also for the TE wave. Consequently, the substrate contribution to the TE-
reflectance dramatically degrades with the nano-wires volume fraction (∝ w1/w) and their height.
Thus, the overall efficiency of such structures is decreased by the non-negligible effects of losses
affecting the TE-component of the radiation. In WGPs based on reflective wires, the TE-reflectance
is only given by the nano-wires. The transparency of the MgF2 at these wavelengths guarantees
that the TE-radiation is well-reflected at the interface between MgF2 and Al, with an additional
small improvement given by the constructive interference of the MgF2 layer. On the other hand,
the TM-wave is transmitted through the metal wires grid because magnetic fields do not cause
vibrations in the conducting electrons of the metallic grid. Although the TM-component undergoes
some losses during the transmission, the TM-component is efficiently attenuated from the anti-
reflective properties of the substrate. Therefore, the overall efficiency expected from reflective-wires
structures is greater than that given by structures based on absorptive-wires.

The determination of the best solution also requires the evaluation of the sensitivity performance
with respect to the values of the parameters w, w1 and h obtained during the optimization process.
Currently, WGPs with a pitch ≥ 100 nm can be easily manufactured with very high precision by
using nano-imprinting lithography [39]–[42]. However, the fabrication of repeatable and precise
WGPs with a pitch ≤ 100 nm is still a challenge, [43]–[47] mainly due to the high technical
complexity and cost associated to the use of the techniques available in the industry so far, such
as EUV lithography, laser writing, e-beam direct writing, or holographic interference in a production
environment. Fortunately, many new methods have been proposed and are still under investigation
in order to fabricate such periodical nanometric-pitched structures. For example, Liu et al. [48]
fabricated a 38 nm half-pitch grating over large areas by using combined immersion holography
and low-temperature atomic spacer lithography. Pelletier et al. [49] fabricated a 16.5 nm half-pitch
wire grid in a cheap way, through the use of a self-assembling diblock copolymer mask whereas
Fan et al. [50] reported a patterning of line/spaces with an HP of 6 nm by using HSQ photoresist
via EUV IL. All these results make the manufacturing of our WGPs feasible.

The sensitivity was investigated by sweeping w and w1 parameters in the range ±20% from the
nominal value with a step of 1 nm. Since the height of nano-wires is easily to be guaranteed in the
model deposition processes, only a sweep of ± 1 nm from the nominal value was considered for the
structures based on absorptive wires. The results obtained are reported in Fig. 4. The evaluation of
the robustness of a structure is based on the determination of the range within each parameter can
vary to maintain a variation of the polarization degree P less than 2% with respect to the nominal
value and the TE-reflectance higher than 20%. The acceptable ranges of the parameters w and w1

computed for Design A, C and E are reported in Table 4.
Among the absorptive WGPs, Design A shows the highest acceptable range for both w and w1

since the performance in term of polarization degree and TE-reflectance remain acceptable if the
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Fig. 4. Sensitivity analysis for the Design A, C and G. (a) and (b): the polarization degree and the
TE reflectance versus free parameters of Design A; (c) and (d): the polarization degree and the
TE reflectance versus free parameters of Design C; (e) and (f): the polarization degree and the TE
reflectance versus free parameters of Design G.

TABLE 4

Acceptable Range for w and w1 Which Ensure a Drop of the Polarization Degree P Less Than 2%
With Respect to the Nominal Value and the TE-Reflectance Higher Than 20%
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Fig. 5. (a) Polarization angular behavior of Design A, (b) Polarization angular behavior of Design G.

Fig. 6. (a) Wavelength behavior of Design A, (b) Wavelength behavior of Design G.

period w and the width w1 fall in the range of 62–70 nm and 33–40 nm, respectively. In contrast,
the polarization degree given by Design C is very sensitive to the structure periodicity, requiring a
precision within 1 nm for the wires’ period (see Table 4), which turns out to be very challenging for
the current manufacturing technology. Finally, the reflective WGP of Design G shows an acceptable
range of 79–82 nm for w and 37–40 nm for w1: despite these limits are more stringent than Design
A, this structure is still feasible and worthy of attention considering its high TE-reflectance.

Further features which may be of interest in many applications are the variation of the perfor-
mance with respect to the incidence angle and the wavelength. Fig. 5 reports the performance of
the Design A and G as function of the incidence angle, still considering the nominal wavelength at
121.6 nm. Applying the criteria adopted for the nominal evaluation, the Design A is the most critical
as the structure shows acceptable performance for incidence angles only range from 44◦ up to 50◦.
On the other hand, the performance of Design G are maintained over a large range of angles from
24◦, where RT E = 0.705, up to 49◦.

Similarly, Fig. 6 reports the performance change as function of the wavelength. In this case, both
structures show a similar behaviour, although the Design G is better in term of TE-reflectance. In
fact for the Design A the performance is acceptable in the wavelength range between 121.2 nm
and 124.8 nm, while for the Design G the range increases from 118.6 nm up to 124.3 nm. The
undesired losses which affect the TE-component in absorptive WGPs are highly dependent on
the incident wavelength and angle, making this structure more sensitive to these parameters.
Anyway, considering both angular and spectral performance, all those structures show valuable
results although Design G is a little bit superior.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, the design of wire grid polarizers (WGP) intended for working at 121.6 nm wave-
length (H Ly-α) have been investigated. Two different approaches were considered, one based
on absorptive nano-wires on a Al/MgF2 high-reflective mirror and the other one based on reflective
nano-wires placed on a Si non-reflective substrate. The nominal performance required for consider-
ing acceptable WGP solutions was a reflectance of 0.2 at the target wavelength and a polarization
degree P of 99.9%.

Two promising structures were selected throughout the optimization process, both are composed
of squared nano-wires. The first one, named Design A, is based on TiO2 absorptive wires having
a height of 38 nm, a width of 38 nm and placed with a pitch of 68 nm; simulations given a TE-
reflectance of 21.4% and a polarization degree P of 99.97% for this structure. Instead, the second
structure, named Design G, is based on reflective wires obtained with the Al(150 nm)/MgF2(65 nm)
bi-layer with a width of 39 nm and a pitch of 80 nm; with this structure, a TE-reflectance of 30.1%
and a polarization degree P of 99.99% can be achieved.

The robustness of the performance with respect to the width and pitch variation were investigated
for the two promising structures. This evaluation is based on the determination of the range
within each parameter can vary to maintain a variation of the polarization degree P less than 2%
with respect to the nominal value and the TE-reflectance higher than 20%. For Design A, the
performance remain acceptable when the pitch and width in the range of 62–70 nm and 33–40 nm
whereas for the Design G in the range 79–82 nm and 37–40 nm, respectively. In conclusion, despite
the Design G has a narrower ranges of robustness, this structure is the preferable candidate since
it shows the best performance. This choice is further strengthened by comparing the angular and
spectral ranges within which the performance remain acceptable: 44◦ up to 50◦ and 121.2 nm and
124.8 nm for Design A against 24◦ to 49◦ and 118.6 nm up to 124.3 nm for Design G.
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